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 Wilmington  Delaware remains one of the most 

underserved areas in  Delaware. Once a thriving area, 
Wilmington continues to suffer the many plights that follow a 
community’s severe economic decline. Skyrocketing 
unemployment, a struggling educational system and lack of 
adequate healthcare make life in Wilmington  difficult at best. 
26% of the population for whom poverty status is determined 
in Wilmington, DE (17.7k out of 67.9k people) live below the 
poverty line, a number that is higher than the national average 
of 12.3%. 

We will provide a lifeline of critical services,   Houston 
Foundation Inc. Educational Resource Center   will   create 
uplift and support the lives of people in Wilmington.  Every 
facet of the Educational  Resource Center is designed to 
empower the residents to make positive, life-changing choices 
for themselves and ultimately for the betterment of the entire 
community. 

The Educational Resource Center will provide more 
opportunities for life skills and job training along with 
healthcare and wellness services that will transform the lives of 
thousands of people that are underserved.		

The Houston Foundation Inc. and Meet me at the Well are joining together to make 
a difference in the lives of survivors of human trafficking in Delaware.  By seeking to provide 
a  safe  place  for healing from abuse and exploitation in Delaware. Providing  emergency services 
and placement to survivors. Empowering survivors with paths to freedom through therapeutic 
care and safe housing. Providing life skills and training to  the survivors enabling each individual 
to  be infused with Hope and Love and understanding. To  build the self-esteem and confidence 
of each person to live a  purpose driven life free from exploitation  so they can accomplish all 
that they can dream of. Engaging in community  outreach to  educate people in the  exploitation 
and trafficking of  children, youth and adults. 	

	Your	financial	support	is	critical	to	complete	these	projects.		Please	give	so	that	
the	 lives	 of	 people	 can	 be	 transformed.	 Corporate,	 Companies	 and	 Personal	

donations	are	needed.	Will	you	please	make	a	difference?	
	

www.HoustonFoundationInc.org	


